INTRODUCTION
For a stability criterion, most of early dual-spin vehicles were designed in an oblate configuration.
However, Kaplan [8] states that launch vehicle shroud constraints limited rotor diameters. In addition, the major axis stability condition effectively limited spinning spacecraft sizes. Since U.S. Air Force successfully by-passed this limitation by operating TACSAT, many of prolate spinners were launch to orbit. The first communication dual-spin satellite in prolate configuration is INTELSAT IV.
As a case of study, this work used Palapa B2R physical data to design feedback control parameters for the attitude stability system. Near the satellite's End of Life (EOL) time, several governments of Africans and Polynesians countries have shown interest to buy and re-use Palapa B2R. Because of those countries' location in the southern latitudes, an idea emerged to incline the satellite's orbit.
When Palapa B2R is operating in its orbit, DANDE (De- [1])) supplies the back-up mode. With the use of DANDE as the stabilization mode, the current paper elaborates the tuning of the feedback control parameters using classical control approach.
REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM
The reference coordinate systems used in describing the satellite are the body, stability and inertial axes. Ref [9] provides the definition and illustration of those axes in detail. Body Axes with their origin at the satellite's c.g. while Error! Reference source not found. showed the axes in the space, as explained in Ref [9] . In particular, the Stability Reference Coordinate System (Stability Axes) is defined as a set of local horizon axes for the satellite. It is a target axes for the satellite's Body Axes to point its antennae to the Earth. The stability axes is presented in Fig. 1 .
EULER ANGLES (ORIENTATION ANGLES)
The orientation of satellite in space with respect to a certain reference coordinate system is described by the Euler angles. Fig. describes the attitude of the satellite with respect to the Inertial Axes.
Fig. 2 Orientation of Body Axes in Inertial Axes
The more complete explanation of the use of Euler angles in describing satellite orientation is explained in Ref [9] .
STATE SPACE MODEL of PROLATE DUAL SPIN SATELLITE in INCLINED ELLIPTICAL ORBIT
In order to stabilize its attitude and pointing direction, Palapa B2R uses its rotor spinning. Control moments were produced by the angular acceleration and deceleration of the rotor's spin. The satellite's motion in the yaw mode is coupled with its roll mode. In addition, the satellite's motion in the pitch mode is coupled with its yaw mode. With those couples, the satellite's attitude can be controlled by the angular acceleration and deceleration of the rotor that spun in pitch mode.
In Ref [9] , the authors derive State Space Model for Dual-Spin Satellite in Stability Axes as follows, 
CONTROL STRATEGY
In elliptic and inclined orbit, the satellite attitude dynamics acts as a timevarying system. The value of A 14 , A 25 , A 35 and δn will be time-varying for elliptical or inclined orbit. However, the elements of [A] are constant value only for circular orbit at equatorial plane. Therefore, to apply Classical Control Approach, the iteration for control parameter was held in equatorial and circular orbit.
5.1.
Control Strategy for Longitudinal Motion The value of and [B]'s elements are: For q-feedback, the damping values are too small for harmonics oscillation modes. The author uses θ S -feedback for longitudinal controlling shown in Fig. 4 .
Fig. 4 θ S -feedback Diagram
For θ S -feedback shown in Fig. 4 , the root locus diagram is To increase the damping ratio for harmonics oscillation modes, the authors design a compensator. The authors start with a pole placement at
then place a zero to push the harmonics oscillation poles more to the left.
With a zero placement at s+0.2, the locus is: With a zero placement at s+0.46, the locus is: With a zero placement at s+0.4819, the locus is: With a zero placement at s+0.5210, the locus is: The comparison from θ S response in elliptic orbit at To push the divergence pole across imaginary axis, negative p-feedback applied results the Root Locus Diagram:
Pushing the divergence pole to the left side imaginary axis will destabilize the harmonic oscillation modes. Once again, the author design a compensator for pfeedback. The iteration result for lateral controlling is p-feedback, shown in Fig.  22 
INTERPRETATIONS of CLOSED LOOP SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the Attitude Control System, numerical simulations conducted with Simulink from Matlab 6.5.
The effect of the orbit's eccentricity, e, were induced with the variation of orbital drift rate in Stability Axes, δn together with variation of satellite's distance from the center of the Earth, R. Inclination of orbit will effect the simulation due to the variation of R Z I , the Z-Axis component of satellite's position vector in Inertial Axes. Attitude controlling was done with the deviation of armature voltage in the despin motor, δe, from its stationer value. The reference input is the command signal, δe ref .
This paper only reports simulation results on Euler Angles since the most important thing in Satellite's Attitude Stability is to keep pointing error under pointing budget and to reduce any nutation angle.
For clarity in presenting diagrams and graphics, the concept of simulation programming and the Euler angles graphics are presented in Appendices. The concept of simulation programming diagrams describe simulation algorithm of the controlled dual-spin satellite in each mode.
Simulation in Longitudinal
Controlled Mode The results of attitude dynamics simulation (Fig. 28) show good damping characteristics when responding to the doublet input.
Effect of Eccentricity in
Inclined Orbit (i = 30°)
Graphical interpretation for Effect of Eccentricity in Inclined Orbit for θ S (Fig.  29 and Fig. 30 7 7 ), the increment of inclination has no effect on the response of θ S .
Simulation in Lateral Mode
The results of attitude dynamics simulation (Fig. 33) show good damping characteristics when responding the doublet input.
Effect of Eccentricity in Inclined Orbit (i = 30°)
Graphical interpretation for Effect of Eccentricity in Inclined Orbit for φ S (Fig.  34 and Fig. 35 
Effect of Inclination in
Elliptic Orbit (e = 0.2)
Graphical interpretation for Effect of Inclination in Elliptic Orbit for φ S (Fig. 36 and Fig. 37 
Simulation in Directional Mode
The results of attitude dynamics simulation (Fig. 38) show good damping characteristics when responding the doublet input.
Effect of Eccentricity in
Graphical interpretation for Effect of Eccentricity in Inclined Orbit for ψ S (Fig.  39 and Fig. 40 Graphical interpretation for Effect of Inclination in Elliptic Orbit for ψ S (Fig. 41 and Fig. 42 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In Closed-Loop simulation, the feedback parameter successfully improved the stability of satellites attitude from impulsive perturbation. Because of controlling, pitch librations on θ S can be damped <60s, roll librations on φ S can be damped <30s, and yaw librations on ψ S can be damped <30s.
Longitudinal controlling with θ Sfeedback also successfully reduces the effect of eccentricity. In elliptic orbit, the amplitude of θ S oscillation reduced from The increment of inclination, i, has no effect on longitudinal controlled motion in the dual-spin satellite. However, increasing the inclination of orbital plane, i, can amplify the amplitude of long period oscillation modes in φ S -controlled and ψ S -controlled. 
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